
Selling SEM and SEO, Part III:  
Fulfillment, From Start to Finish 

Summary: The previous two parts of this Adviso-
ry series explored the trends driving search engine 
marketing use among small and medium-sized 
businesses, including search engine use and sales 
channel partnerships with Yellow Pages compa-
nies. But before benefits are realized, a whole new 
set of challenges await in campaign fulfillment 
and management. These include producing ad 
copy, managing keyword bids, working on search 

engine optimization and reporting return on in-
vestment to small businesses in ways they under-
stand. The final Advisory in this three-part series 
explores this process in sequence, as well as a sam-
pling of the firms that specialize in executing it. 
Each has differing strategies and views about how 
the process is defined, how it should be practiced, 
and how SMBs should be served and educated in 
their evolving SEM practices.

Now, the Hard Part
Selling search engine marketing advertising to small and medium-
sized businesses is rife with challenges, as pointed out in the previous 
installments of this report. But it’s only half the battle. The true value 
brought by SEM firms comes in after the sale. Once sold, the torch 
is handed off from the sales rep to the SEM firms to accomplish the 
integral and involved process of fulfillment. This includes keyword 
buying, writing ad copy, developing a search engine optimization 
strategy for a Web site or landing page, and reporting performance 
to SMBs in ways they understand. 

There is a sliding scale here of fulfillment practices that decides 
the manual level of attention given to the advertiser and to the 
process. The level of service is a direct product of how much 
advertisers spend on SEM, and different firms employ various 
formulas of manual and automated processes.

According to Justin Sanger, president and founder of SEM 
firm LocalLaunch, the marketplace has not been equipped to deal 
with the challenges associated with some SEM campaigns. “We’re 
talking about accounts that have spends from $50 to $100 monthly,” 
says Sanger, whose company was acquired by R.H. Donnelley in 
September 2006. “Your ability to manage that spend effectively 
to produce ROI across disparate inventory sources requires a high 

level of automation. Some qualitative aspects need to be built in but 
still be automated. You want to be able to preserve the integrity of 
that spend and provide a quality solution.” 

Dorab Patel, chief technology officer of independent SEM firm 
MatchCraft, agrees that lower level spending precludes substantial 
manual resources. But he is more skeptical about the effectiveness 
SEM firms can provide at this spending level.

“At 50 per month, you’re talking about roughly $2 per day,” says 
Patel. “At 50 cents a click, that’s four clicks. People will easily join 
up, but the churn rates are high because they aren’t going to get a lot 
of traffic and conversions. There is a lower threshold that you need 
to get above to be effective long term. I don’t know where it is, but 
it’s higher than $50 a month.” 

Sanger conversely points out that LocalLaunch has been able 
to automate this process in a cost-effective way that attempts to 
preserve margins and make fulfilling smaller accounts worthwhile. 
The company essentially creates highly specific ad groups in advance 
that are associated with what has proved to work in particular 
geographies and categories. Ad groups basically consist of keywords 
and associated ad copies.  

For LocalLaunch, these buckets of ad groups serve as a 
starting point before being customized for individual SMBs 
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based on their specialties and other more granular factors.  
“Measured by past success, we can say that this ad copy does well 

with this keyword to this profile, so you have more data points to 
maximize,” says Brad Geddes, LocalLaunch director of SEM. “The idea 
is, let’s focus on what are the best keywords for very specific businesses. 
Then let’s make a whole lot of these pages. Then let’s write ads that really 
follow along with it so that you can provision in an automated manner, 
a $50 campaign that has 2,000 keywords and 50 ad copies.” 

Sanger explains that this starts with Yellow Pages headings 
and drills down to specific categories and specialties. Over time, 
a taxonomy is created with a series of specific ad groups that are 
continually improved when put into practice in specific campaigns. 
Through this process, data improve perpetually. 

“What we did was start creating our taxonomy using the YP 
headings, and from that basis we were able to associate groupings 
with those particular headings,” he says. “Where the specialization 
comes in is where we collect content from customers about 
specializations about the business.”

The information from businesses gets published on their Web 
sites or landing pages but also serves as a proxy for the system to 
identify the specific type of ad groups within a particular heading. 

Getting Personal 
Other forms of campaign specialization can enter the picture here and 
are generally a function of what is afforded by varying SEM budgets. 

MatchCraft’s Patel communicates the ideal fulfillment standards 
when price is less of an issue. He maintains that it’s valuable to look at 
this “gold standard” scenario, even if theoretical, in order to benchmark 
best practices. From there you can fall back to various points down the 
sliding scale that are affected by realities such as lower budgets. 

This gold standard of fulfillment, according to Patel, should first 
involve a deep subjective understanding of what a business does. 

“Spend some time finding out what the merchant is doing and 
knowing unique selling proposition,” says Patel. “How are they 
different? What is their reason for being in business? Are they the 
only dry cleaner in a five-mile radius? The only eco-friendly cleaner? 
That is going to be the key to doing it right.” 

Other important things to find out, according to Patel, are what 
the business’ goals are in advertising. Does the business want the phone 
to ring? What kind of people is it trying to attract? Is it targeting upper 
or lower income people? Male or female?, etc. The brands it carries are 
also important because they are usually what users search for.

LocalLaunch also sees the value of this level of intimacy to the 
degree that an SEM budget affords it. For much larger accounts, the 

company hands off to agency partners to handle the fulfillment in a 
traditional agency sense. 

“We have a separate group here for professional services, so if 
the advertiser grows up and wants to be in a five- or six-digit spend 
radius, we can help them,” says Geddes. 

For accounts with three- to six-figure monthly spends, the 
company will also offer a higher level product internally with more 
manual processes and personal attention to SMBs.

“There is a middle ground here, and we are in the process of 
devising a whole new premium product line that can sit between a 
full custom agency and fully automated product,” says Sanger.

This product will be differentiated by its touch points with 
customers, he explains. It will involve phone contact at least once 
a month with customers to go over reporting and gather specific 
information that will aide in campaign management. This compares 
with setting customers up with an account where they have to log in 
to get their reporting figures. 

“So it’s just a matter of setting them up and having a few additional 
touch points,” says Sanger, “such that you can control your margins 
while introducing higher levels of qualitative integrity.” 

Keyword Generation 
There are various methods along the sliding scale of quality and price 
that allow SEM firms to gain a deep understanding of the nature of 
a business and correspondingly fulfill campaigns effectively. After 
this information is gained, the first step is keyword generation. 

Important here is for search engine marketers to know who the 
target market is and to put themselves in the shoes of someone who 
might be searching for related products, says Patel.

This gets to the important issue of quality traffic. You don’t want 
to just shoot for higher clickthrough rates, but rather the types of 
searchers that will stay on your site and lead to conversions. The 
click to conversion rate, in other words, is more important than the 
clickthrough rate from the paid search ad. 

A higher clickthrough rate in fact will cost businesses more, 
depending on the pricing model, so the degree to which clicks turn into 
conversions can define the quality of their ad spend. This starts with 
attracting the right traffic, a strategic consideration throughout the 
fulfillment process, which in turn starts with keyword generation.

Again, the sliding scale of spend/manual process applies here. Many 
SEM firms have a mixture of automated keyword generation based 
on historical data that takes into account a host of variables including 
category and geography. That is mostly a starting point, however. There 
is also an important element of manual subjectivity for matching the 
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right keywords to each unique account based on knowledge of the 
business, SEM practices and, where possible, experience.

“There are some people on our team that are great at lawyers or great 
at plumbers or great at surgeons, and they generally get those campaigns,” 
says Scott Finholm, Marchex vice president of local advertising services. 
This is combined with the historical modeling to facilitate the process 
and put these individuals in a better starting point. 

“We have a database of well-performing keyword terms, so 
we know all the individual outskirts of cities and suburb areas for 
keyword bidding,” adds Finholm. “We know the terms people use 
when they’re looking for cosmetic surgeon outside of Atlanta. The 
more accounts we get and the longer the account is in the system, 
the more we learn about the entire portfolio of accounts.” 

Geotargeting 
Geotargeting comes into play here as an important keyword-generating 
component. On a basic level, geotargeting keywords is combined with 
IP targeting to make sure SEM campaigns have local relevance. They 

both work together in search engine algorithms to serve results based 
on where you are (IP) or search terms you’ve specified (keyword). 

SEM firms correspondingly bid on keywords within certain 
geographies, but those keywords can also be geographic in nature, 
in anticipation of users who specify geographic terms in their local 
searches. Different firms use various tactics, but most generate lists 
of geo-specific terms —names of towns, cities, ZIP codes, etc. 

Ian White, chief executive officer of Urban Mapping, believes 
SEM firms can do even better and that he can help. His company’s core 
technology generates neighborhood-specific terms that help index and 
improve mapping data. But turning this process around, he can spin out 
keywords that can serve as a starting point for SEM bidding. These are 
terms that are geo-specific and much more granular than ZIP codes, 
towns, neighborhoods and other terms SEM firms generally start with. 

“What we’re doing is reverse parsing the search terms in looking 
at the queries and finding geography-based terms,” says White. “If 
a hardware store says their service area is 15 miles, we can extract 
geographic entities from that 15-mile radius such as churches, 
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Local SEM Fulfillment Firms
Firm Background

Click Forward Acquired by Yellow Book in February.
Inceptor Acquired by Idearc Media/Superpages in July 2006.
Innovectra Independent; operates the LeadStream simplified SEM platform.
Innuity Independent; formerly Vista; provides SEO-focused LeadConnect product.
Leads.com Acquired by Website Pros in May 2005. Bundles SEM with Web hosting.
ListandFound Independent; provides simplified SEM campaigns for SMBs.
LocalLaunch Acquired by R.H. Donnelley/Dex in September 2006.
Marchex Independent; partners with AT&T as well as newspaper publishers such as Hearst.

Market Hardware Independent; provides Web hosting and SEM for SMBs through trade association partners in 
certain verticals.

MatchCraft Independent; works with Yellow Pages channel partners to provide SEM and SEO campaign 
management for SMBs. 

ReachLocal Independent; has the largest sales channel of all SEM firms. Received $55 million in venture funding 
in October 2007. 

Weblistic Independent; SEM campaign management that utilizes its own sales channel for direct SMB 
relationships. 

WebVisible Independent; partners with Yellow Pages and newspaper publishers such as MediaNews Group.

Yodle Independent; targets SMBs with budget-based pay-per-click advertising and calls; also building its 
own sales force.

SOURCE: THE KELSEY GROUP  (2007)
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schools parks, transit nodes, congressional districts, etc. We extract 
these keywords and provide back to them so essentially it becomes a 
geographic keyword research tool.” 

This becomes valuable if someone does a search for “barber shop 
near JFK Middle School” or “florist near Caltrain terminal.” Of 
course most users will search using the traditional ZIP code or town 
names, but there are a certain number of searches that will specify 
these neighborhood level modifiers. 

If utilized by SEM firms, the idea is that these terms can be 
scaled across many localized SEM campaigns. In that way, they 
represent the long tail of keywords and prices should reflect this, 
given presumably low bid pressure on such terms.  

“So if we provide 5,000 geographic search terms for this 15-mile 
service area, you effectively pay us once and you can use them in 
multiple campaigns assuming your service area is germane to those 
search terms,” says White. He adds that you can choose the radius and 
the type of term (schools, hospitals, government buildings, landmarks, 
etc.) that may be more complementary to a given SEM campaign. 

White hopes SEM firms will integrate this into the workflow of 
their existing campaign management systems in order to query his 
database for relevant terms on demand. 

“We’ve designed this Web service to plug right into existing 
campaign management APIs,” he says. “So the idea is that you have Acme 
flowers and they have 20 locations. You’re doing keyword research and 
you push a button for Urban Mapping. We give you a suggested service 
area and you say ‘accept’ and then we pass back these keywords.” 

In terms of geotargeting, this could be an interesting area of 
development. And given some of the well-known deficiencies of IP-
based targeting, the value of geographic keywords as part of this formula 
shouldn’t be underestimated, according to MatchCraft’s Patel.   

“Generally I wouldn’t try going lower than a 20-mile radius in 
IP targeting. The accuracy is suspect at that point,” says Patel. “You 
want to be more narrow and more relevant with keywords, but then 
volume will be low. It’s a tradeoff between relevance and volume, 
and you have to find the happy medium with each campaign.” 

Writing Ad Copy
Next comes writing ad copy. This is the few words that search 
engine marketers get to use to attract searchers into the site, once 
they’ve completed their search query and are faced with a list of 
paid search links. 

SEM firms partition ad copies and keywords into different ad 
groups that correspond with the various products or services they 
may offer. Within these ad groups, some SEM firms shoot for a 

quantitative balance between the number of keywords and number 
of ad copies. Patel recommends 20 to 50 keywords and three to five 
ad copies in an ad group.

“You want this ad copy to emphasize unique selling proposition,” 
says Patel. “It should also have promotional material such as ‘10 
percent off ’ or coupons or any incentive the business is willing to 
provide. It also should be specific about services they provide.” 

The last point gets back to the idea about qualified traffic in 
working toward better click to conversion rates and not paying for 
clicks that don’t convert. This is all an art, according to Patel, given 
limited word counts. 

It’s also an ongoing process to the degree that the advertiser’s monthly 
spend will afford it (back to the sliding scale point). The need for 
ongoing management is driven by the changing sets of variables across 
geographies, categories, keywords, times of the month and week, etc.  

“Sometimes you’ll test three ad copies and one with the word 
‘free’ in it tests better. So now I’m going to put the word ‘free’ in every 
ad copy,” says Patel. “The problem with that approach is that you’re 
separating your testing from your normal running and I claim that 
you can’t do that. The search engine space is dynamic. It’s like the stock 
market: It changes every second depending on who else is there.”

It’s also an art, given the very limited word count of ad copies, to 
draw users in with natural language, while using the same keywords 
that brought them to the ad in the first place. The congruence of 
terms between keyword and ad copy are important. 

“The most important thing,” says Patel, “is to make sure that 
the keywords and ad copy are thematically related and as narrowly 
focused as reasonable.”

Web Site Development and SEO
It is likewise important that the same keywords are used in the Web site 
or landing page copy. The congruence of the three is something that is 
helpful to users, as the keyword they were searching for (or thematic 
thread, as Patel points out) is present throughout this funnel.  

This is something for which “good behavior” is rewarded. A 
site’s quality score in Google, for example, is affected positively by 
compliance among site keyword, ad copy and site copy. A good 
quality score in turn affects paid ad placement by determining the 
minimum bid and ad rank. “It affects whether or not your ad is 
shown in the ‘premium’ spot at the top,” says Patel. “So, if you have a 
good quality score, you will end up paying much less, for equivalent 
position, than someone who has a lower quality score.”

In the majority of situations, however, these practices aren’t 
followed. Site copy, page design and other factors can represent the 
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weak link in the fulfillment chain. This is the part of the process 
where most businesses drop the ball, yet it’s a vital step in which 
conversion metrics are most influenced. 

“You can talk a lot about keywords, but the No. 1 thing that is really 
important is your landing pages and how to get them to convert,” says 
Patel. “I can get you to the site reasonably easily, but the goal is not to 
get people to the site, but to get them to pick up the phone or go to the 
store or buy the service. And that’s where a lot of people are failing.” 

Carey Ransom, vice president of corporate development at 
WebVisible, agrees that this is a widespread problem, which mostly 
comes down to poor practices in Web site development that 
preceded the SEM campaign. But it leaves the campaign with a 
weak Web site that was built for the wrong reasons. 

“The problem that you run into is that most [SMB] Web sites 
were really built more in the vein of the ‘one size fits all’ brochure 
so I can tell my wife or father or brother-in-law that I have a Web 
site,” he says. “It’s not a commerce-focused or transaction-oriented 
or conversion-oriented site at all.”

So what exactly needs to improve? One key design issue is that 
the proper calls to action should be present — especially those that 
are indicated in the ad copy, according to Ransom. 

“Once you start advertising through search or display ads and 
you are driving traffic back to a Web site, you want to make sure you 
have consistency,” he says. “So if you have a call to action in the ad 
that drives people to your home page, and then your home page is 
missing the phone number, e-mail address or lead form, you’re going 
to lose everybody and the value is gone.” 

Patel agrees. “If your conversion is to have them pick up a phone, 
then put the phone in bold font and make it easy for them to find,” 
he says. “Make it easy to find what they’re looking for. This is really 
Site Design 101, but it’s still not happening.”

There are also things SMBs should accentuate that can give users 
a sense of comfort or trust, according to Patel. 

“Users want to know they’ve come to the right place. So you 
want to provide enough to convince them that that’s the case,” he 
says. “So [provide] things like Better Business Bureau logo, seals of 
approval, state licenses, reviews, etc. Then take them down to a sales 
funnel that leads them by the hand to make a decision.”

A great deal of this is supported by a study released in October 
by WebVisible and Nielsen/NetRatings titled “Advertising to 
a Web 2.0 Community.” Eighty-five percent of respondents 
claimed the quality of an SMB Web site is an important factor 
in earning their trust. Meanwhile, 75 percent said they are more 
likely to make a purchase from an unfamiliar business with a 

quality Web site than a poor Web site from a known business.  
In terms of what not to do, Patel argues against pop-up ads or 

sites that are designed in Flash, both of which search engines frown 
upon. Many SMB sites, he claims, were sold on these factors, not 
really knowing that they are detrimental to SEO and conversion 
metrics. It’s also a good idea not to have text ads for certain products 
link to a general home page, requiring users to hunt for product-
specific information. 

“Don’t land users on a page where it takes five clicks for them 
to find what they were searching for,” Patel says. “If you’ve got five 
different products, and they search for that product, take them to 
that product page. Or at least have one page that lists products and 
bring them there instead of the home page.” 

Landing Pages
For all these complexities and the poor quality standards rampant 
throughout the market, many SEM firms strongly recommend 
landing pages as a standardized format that takes the guesswork out 
of the process for SMBs.

“Putting a landing page in front of the Web site that is married 
to the advertising creates a much better consumer experience and 
much higher value for the advertiser,” says WebVisible’s Ransom.

Patel agrees with the assertion that most of the time SMB Web 
sites are so poorly optimized that you should start from scratch with 
a landing page. The benefit here is that these are templatized pages 
that have SEO friendliness baked right in and calls to action in the 
proper places. 

This format in some ways misses out on the benefit of having 
sites that are optimized for the characteristics of specific categories 
or businesses, but it’s still preferable to a poorly designed page. 

The ideal yet rare situation, according to Patel, is to have a Web 
site that is designed by someone who knows what they are doing 
and recognizes the unique characteristics of a business or category. 
Failing that situation, landing pages are a good (and realistic) option 
for most businesses and SEM firms. 

LocalLaunch meanwhile makes full use of the advantages 
of landing pages. It is the only SEM fulfillment firm, according 
to Sanger, that exclusively uses landing pages for all provisioned 
accounts. This comes with the benefits mentioned above and also 
has advantages in hosting all these landing pages, in terms of synergy 
with the assets of its publisher parent, RHD. 

“What differentiates our product is that we own the landing 
page,” says Sanger. “With this, we are able to take structured content 
from advertisers and publish it in a master business profile. From 
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a pay-per-click perspective, this also allows us to provide more 
detailed traffic performance.” 

This comes down to the trackable calls to action the company 
has integrated throughout its profile pages, including call tracking, 
map views, driving directions, coupon printouts and SMS-based 
“send to phone” functionality.  

“So every little feature or function of the profile gives us another 
data point from an analytics perspective,” says Sanger. “Because most 
conversions happen offline, anything you can do beyond the click is 
very important to attribute value.” 

This also serves to improve the company’s data so it can track 
performance of how certain keyword bids and ad copies translated 
to actionable results on these landing pages. Owning this entire 
funnel lets the company capture these data and plug them back into 
the system to manage and assign its ad groups more effectively. 

Lastly, landing pages prove valuable for LocalLaunch from an 
SEO perspective when combined with the search engine rankings of 
its formidable IYP cousin in the RHD corporate family, DexKnows.

“Profiles also enable us to have organic value,” says Sanger. 
“Because it’s good, strong, structured content that lives within 
our core IYP, DexKnows, we are able to ride the coattails of that 
authority and provide immediate SEO value to advertisers.”

Going forward, landing pages could also have more value for SMBs 
as low barrier ways to get involved with some emerging and increasingly 
popular online ad media such as video. Here, video ad capability can be 
embedded right into landing page templates and bundled with SEM 
and other advertising to enhance the business profile. 

“Let’s say you’re working on an SEM campaign and you want to do 
video on your landing page; you can do this even if video isn’t part of 
your main site,” says Anupam Gupta, president of SMB-focused online 
video provider Mixpo. “One of the key pain points for SMBs is that a 
Web master is going to take a long time and charge a lot of money to do 
things like video enabling a Web site. The question is, do landing pages 
get around that problem? And I think the answer is yes.”

Call Tracking
Tracking click to conversion is difficult for businesses that conduct 
offline activity, which represent the vast majority of SMBs. For 
this reason, call tracking is an important element of fulfillment 
that brings the user further down the purchase funnel in a more 
trackable way. This is even more relevant in trade services, where 
many merchants value a phone call more than a click.

For this reason, many SEM firms and directory publishers push 
hard on the value of call tracking as a measurable tool to increase 

conversions. As a testament to this, last week, AT&T purchased 
call tracking firm Ingenio, whose capability it will integrate across 
Yellowpages.com, 1-800-YellowPages, mobile and print Yellow 
Pages. In addition, independent SEM firm Marchex, which is in 
partnership with AT&T, acquired call tracking firm VoiceStar in 
August for US$20 million.

“Many of the businesses we work with are service based and there 
is no e-commerce aspect to their sites. The only way they can validate 
their business is through calls,” says Marchex’s Finholm. “If you can 
get info from VoiceStar about this specific package that is sending 
traffic to your site, and that you have been delivered X number of 
calls this month, SMBs can easily understand this value and do an 
ROI calculation to see if the advertising is right for them.”

This will evolve over time, according to Finholm, to create 
bundled search-based marketing campaigns that more effectively 
bolt together calls and clicks.  

“As pay-per-call matures, you can have a blended budget that has 
clicks and calls,” he says. “And if you’re in a perfect market, it defines 
what a call is worth and you can really get ROI effectively because 
you know what you are paying and what you are receiving.”   

As more SMBs, particularly trade services, play a part in SEM, 
this pay-per-call evolution will occur. This is also a key part of the 
evolution of site design and landing page optimization to contain 
all the proper calls to action. 

As many local search destination sites, such as Citysearch and 
Krillion, are beginning to experiment with transactional or cost-
per-action advertising, more calls to action will evolve from this 
trend that call tracking has followed. 

“It’s easier for an advertiser to put a value on a call because that 
for them is a tangible interaction,” says WebVisible’s Ransom. “But 
in addition to that you have lead forms, scheduling appointments, 
live chat and a lot of conversion activities that will depend on the 
businesses. If I’m a retailer, I probably don’t want someone to call; I 
want them to print out driving directions to my store or print out a 
coupon that I can track.” 

Reporting 
After these situations are fulfilled, reporting is an important part 
of the process that communicates ROI to the advertiser. Like 
many of the stages of fulfillment, the sliding scale mentioned 
throughout this report applies to reporting, in the level of personal 
contact with which data are delivered and explained. Reporting 
also has ties to the rest of the fulfillment process in that its level of 
quality and granularity mirrors that of the campaign.   
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“For us, because we own that landing page, we’re reporting on a 
number of different attributes,” says LocalLaunch’s Sanger. “When 
somebody prints driving directions, we know they’re likely going 
in to see that customer. We have things like ‘send this profile to a 
friend,’ ‘send to phone,’ ‘bookmark.’ ”

Sanger adds that LocalLaunch will take this to a more granular 
level in the near future with product lines that are vertically based 
and will allow for more of a knowledge position about conversions 
for lawyers, plumbers and other categories that are quite specific. 
Sanger hopes these data will let the company create better campaigns 
in the way ad groups are managed and information is displayed on 
landing pages and also how they are reported. 

“Reporting is a big deal because that’s what a customer sees — 
what they are going to base their renewals upon,” says LocalLaunch’s 
Geddes. “If you show them that they got 10,000 clicks and that’s all 
they see, should they renew? If you show them you got 32 phone 
calls and 18 driving directions for every month for 12 months, there 
is more of a chance they’ll renew.” 

Not only do these performance metrics help prove ROI to the 
advertiser, but as suggested above by Sanger, they also create an 
important internal feedback loop to help the ad campaign get smarter. 

Because of the litany of market variables, no two ad campaigns 
are identical, and the knowledge gained from adjusting the ad groups 
in a given campaign will help it to constantly improve as SEM firms 
are empowered with more knowledge. 

This feedback loop is important as there are so many unique 
variables to every campaign that it must be a living breathing thing 
that is constantly modified based on the most recent performance.

“You can do all the tests you want, but the best you are going 
to get are the results for today, in this market, at this time,” says 
Patel. “You can’t do a onetime test and think it’s going to apply for 
the next six months. You have to have a system or a process that is 
adapting itself constantly.”

MatchCraft has a methodology, similar to those employed by a few 
other SEM firms, called continuous testing. This is an adaptive system 
that improves continuously based on market factors that are unique 
to each campaign. Like many other parts of the fulfillment process, it 
is important that a sizable portion of this learning process is manual 
while some rely on machine learning and statistical modeling. 

“The way I visualize this is a funnel,” says Patel. “You put keywords 
in the top and grind them through. The dregs come out the bottom 
representing the ad copy and keywords that aren’t good. You remove 
those and put new ones in. This is the continuous testing you are 
doing at all times. You are never not testing.” 

Final Thoughts: Educating the Advertiser 
Through this feedback loop and going back to first stages, an important 
role of the search engine marketer is to educate the SMB client. 

“Client education is 90-plus percent of our jobs,” says Patel. “Their 
whole mind-set is from the print background, and they haven’t been 
online long enough to see how it works or how it could work for them.”

Along these lines, a parallel challenge is educating the sales rep. 
As mentioned in Part I of this report, SEM products came through 
the Yellow Pages pipeline as a result of demand and advertiser pull 
(in most cases) rather than publisher push. For this same reason, 
advertisers are sometimes more educated and technically adept than 
reps, causing an ongoing challenge in the recruitment and training 
of the sales team to know the online product intimately.

“One of the problems is not only selling to the customer but 
selling to the sales rep,” says Sanger. “A lot of times these advertisers 
are sold packages that aren’t commensurate with their ability to 
spend directional media dollars. Somebody that buys a double 
truck [print directory ad] shouldn’t be buying a $150 [monthly 
click] package. It starts with the sales rep and also comes down to 
the customer’s unfamiliarity with the space.” 

The client education piece also comes down to the bad practices 
mentioned throughout this report, such as Web site design. Many 
of these are vestiges of operating in an offline world; conditioning 
SMBs to a new online paradigm is an important challenge.  

One of the roots of this challenge is the print publishers that 
SMBs are used to working with. They too have carried offline 
models with them in transitions to online directional media. 

One manifestation of this, according to Patel, is how Yellow Pages 
headings are brought to IYP products. In many cases this type of 
taxonomy isn’t right for users who are searching for specific things. 
For example, taxis and limos are grouped together in IYP listings and 
search results, as are doors and windows (as they are in print). 

“That may be fine in book because it’s easy to see ads identified as 
either taxis or limos when you’re leafing through book,” says Patel. “But 
online if people are searching for taxis, they don’t want to see limos.”

The key to seeing things in the right perspective, according to Patel, 
is to reverse the situation and look at it from the point of view of the 
person doing the search. This is a more effective way to design everything 
from search products to search campaigns and should permeate every 
point of the SEM and SEO processes explored above.  

“Take users’ intent and make use of it. When they ask for taxis 
and you show them a page with limos,” says Patel, “put yourselves in 
the shoes of the searcher. That is the key thing and then everything 
else follows.” ILM
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